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Introduction

Individuals with cochlear hearing loss frequently complain of difficulties in following speech in noisy conditions. Kochkin reported that ~ 62.3% of these individuals are dissatisfied with hearing aids, out of which 25.3% reject their hearing aid because of background noise. To overcome this problem, hearing aid manufacturers have implemented noise reduction algorithms in the hearing aid circuitry. The noise reduction algorithm analyses the speech (higher modulation depth) from noise (low modulation depth) through identification of the inherent modulation depth. If the speech and noise share the same frequency band then a gain reduce at the frequency corresponds to noise band. Bentler et al. reviewed laboratory studies of digital noise reduction (DNR), and her findings
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Studies have reported that although speech perception in noise was unaltered with and without digital noise reduction (DNR), the annoyance toward noise measured by acceptable noise level (ANL) was significantly improved by DNR with the range between 2.5 and 4.5 dB. It is unclear whether a similar improvement would be observed in those individuals who have an ANL ≥ 14 dB (predictive of poor hearing aid user) often rejects their aid because of annoyance toward noise.
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Digital noise reduction has no effect on SNR-50 in each group. The annoyance level was significantly reduced in the DNR-on than DNR-off condition in the low-ANL group. In the high-ANL group, a strong negative correlation was observed between the ANL in DNR-off and a change in ANL after DNR was employed in the hearing aid (benefit). The benefit of DNR on annoyance can be effectively predicted by baseline-aided ANL by linear regression.
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Digital noise reduction reduced the annoyance level in the high-ANL group, and the amount of improvement was related to the baseline-aided ANL value.
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showed an equivocal response on the subjective benefit of DNR in the real world. However, improvement in speech perception\(^5\) and a significant reduction in the annoyance level were evident when DNR was active.\(^6^\) A reliable clinical measure to document annoyance from a background noise is the acceptable noise level (ANL).\(^9\) Acceptable noise level is a measure of the willingness to accept background noise while listening to speech.\(^10\) The ANL is calculated by taking the difference between the most comfortable level (MCL) for running speech and the maximum background noise level (BNL) that a listener is willing to accept. The ANL ranges between - 3.5 and 27 dB.\(^11\) ANLs could predict a listener’s success of hearing aids with 85% accuracy.\(^12\) It was found that ANL was significantly improved by 4.2 dB on average when DNR was activated,\(^13\) which is circumscribed to the ANL range (- 3 to 14 dB) of the participants of the present study. It is pertinent to determine how much reduction in ANL can be observed when DNR is active in low- (\(\leq 7\) dB) and high-ANL (\(\geq 13\) dB) groups, which cannot be inferred from the study of Mueller et al.\(^13\) This is important because the high-ANL group is the one who often rejects their hearing aid, since they are less able to put up with background noise while listening to speech.\(^14\) In addition, a clinician can objectively counsel a patient on the amount of noise above which they would be showing annoyance and its improvement after the activation of DNR in the hearing aid. Further, it helps a client to consider in procuring a hearing aid that has the option of DNR, so that rejection can be minimized. Thus, it is relevant to quantify the change in ANL on hearing impaired individual, when DNR is active. The objective of DNR algorithms is to decrease a gain in the frequency regions corresponding to the background noise, which reduces annoyance from background noise and increases the potential of understanding speech in the presence of noise. Thus, it is hypothesized that the effect of DNR may bring out dramatic changes in the annoyance level, especially in individuals who are able to put up with less noise. The following research question is framed: how does the DNR influence the annoyance level and speech perception in the presence of noise in low- and high-ANL groups? The specific objective was designed to determine if the activation of DNR would improve the aided ANL of low- and high-ANL groups. In addition, we sought to predict the change in ANL, if any, when DNR was activated.

### Material and Methods

#### Participant Inclusion Criteria

A single blinded simple randomized one-shot postcomparative research design with repeated measures was used to investigate the effect of DNR on annoyance and on speech perception in low- and high-ANL groups. A convenient sampling method was used to select the participants. A total of 20 participants within an age range between \(\geq 60\) to \(\leq 75\) years old who had acquired bilateral mild to severe sloping sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) were involved. The participants were grouped into low- (\(n = 10\); mean ANL = 5.5 dB; ANL range: 3–7 dB) and high-ANL (\(n = 10\); mean ANL = 18.41 dB; ANL range: 3–7 dB) based on the scores of the ANL test. The data of the aided ANL and speech perception in the presence of noise were measured from every participant of each group in DNR-activated and DNR-deactivated conditions. The conditions were randomized across the participants. All of the participants had normal middle ear status, as indicated by ‘A’ type tympanogram. The participants were native speakers of Kannada and had obtained normal cognitive scores in the mini mental status examination. None of them had previous experience with a hearing aid. Further, the participants had no complaint of neurological, psychological, cognitive, or otological problems. The mean threshold at each frequency from the right and left ears in the low- and high-ANL groups is represented in \(\text{Fig. 1}\). In the present study, all of the testing procedures used noninvasive techniques, and all of the procedures were explained to the participants before testing. Informed consent was obtained from all of the participants. The present study was approved by the ethical committee of the institution.

#### Hearing Aids

All of the participants were bilaterally fitted with two receiver in canal (RIC) hearing aids. Each of the hearing aids had eight channels, directionality was disabled, and adaptive feedback cancellation was enabled. The DNR algorithm was activated, which is modulation based,\(^15\) and its strength was programmed to ‘maximum’. It reduces channel specific gain when the dominant signal in the channel is in a relatively steady state. The National Acoustic Laboratories nonlinear 1 (NAL NL-1) prescriptive formula was used to

---

**Fig. 1** Mean right and left audiogram of low- and high-ANL groups. Abbreviation: ANL, acceptable noise level.
program the RIC hearing aids. The compression knee points across channels in the two hearing aids set by the hearing thresholds of the participants were unaltered. All of these parameters were selected in program 1. These parameters were copied in program 2 with the DNR algorithm deactivated. Real ear insertion gain (REIG) was conducted to verify the hearing aid gain matched to prescriptive target Byrne et al.\textsuperscript{16} It was ensured that the hearing aid gain across frequencies was almost matched to the prescriptive target.

**Acceptable Noise Level**

Acceptable noise level is the willingness of the participant to accept background noise while listening to speech. The procedure utilized to assess ANL was the method adopted by Nabelek et al.\textsuperscript{10} The ANL was calculated by subtracting the accepted background noise level from the MCL. The recorded Kannada passage developed and standardized by Sairam et al.\textsuperscript{17} was routed through an audiometer (Grason-Stadler, Eden Prairie, Minnesota, USA) at 50 dB SPL. The output of the audiometer was delivered through a loudspeaker positioned at a distance of 1 meter at a 0° azimuth. To determine the MCL, the intensity level of the recorded Kannada passage was initially increased in +5 dB steps. Further, when the level reached approximately the MCL, a +1 dB Up (no response) –2 dB (response) step size was utilized to obtain MCL. At the MCL, the speech babble noise was routed through the same loudspeaker, from which the speech passage was delivered. Initially, the noise was presented continuously at 40 dB SPL, and then the level of noise was gradually increased until the participant was able to put up with the noise with no annoyance and to follow the message. The level at which the individual is able to accept the background noise while listening to speech is the background noise level (BNL). An ANL score between <1 dB to ≤7 dB was considered as the low-ANL group. However, those participants who received an ANL score ≥13 dB were considered as the high-ANL group. The measurement of the ANL was repeated twice, and the intra-class correlation found was of 0.98 for the low-ANL group, and of 0.96 for the high-ANL group. In addition, the measurement of the ANL was performed in DNR-on and in DNR-off conditions. The listening conditions were randomized and counterbalanced across the participants of the present study.

**Speech Perception in the Presence of Noise**

Two lists of standardized Kannada sentences for recognition developed by Geetha et al.\textsuperscript{18} were selected. To assess SNR-50% in two different experimental conditions, two lists were involved to avoid familiarity with the sentences. Each list comprised 10 sentences, and each sentence had 5 target words. The root mean square (RMS) of each sentence was identified, and then noise was added at the desired signal to noise ratio (SNR). The 10 sentences were mixed with speech-shaped noise at different SNRs ranging from +12 dB to -6 dB in 2 dB step sizes. The noise level remained fixed, and the level of the sentence varied to generate the specified SNRs. Ten sentences embedded at different SNRs were randomized. Each sentence was presented at the MCL of the participants through the loudspeaker, which was located at 0° azimuth, positioned at a distance of 1 meter from the ear that was being tested of the participant. The participant was instructed to repeat the accurate keywords of each sentence heard. The SNR level at which the testing started (L) and the number of recognized target words in each sentence was noted down. The total number of target words from all of the sentences were added (T). In addition, the total number of words per decrement (W) and the SNR decrement step size in each sentence (d) were noted down. The values obtained were substituted by the given equation adapted by Spearman-Karber to determine SNR 50%.\textsuperscript{19} The equation presented below was used to calculate the SNR 50. The SNR 50 was assessed in DNR-on and in DNR-off conditions. These conditions were counterbalanced and randomized across the participants.

\[
\text{50\% point} = L + (0.5 \times d) - \frac{d \times T}{W}
\]

**Statistical Analyses**

The study results were statistically analyzed using the IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 20.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). The data of ANL obtained in three listening conditions (unaided, DNR-on, and DNR-off) from each group were subjected to a one-way repeated measure analysis of variance (ANOVA). The Bonferroni post hoc analysis was performed separately for each group to investigate in which condition an annoyance had reduced. In addition, in each group, a dependent samples t-test was performed to assess the difference between DNR-on and DNR-off conditions on SNR 50. Further, the Pearson correlation test was used to investigate the relation between the benefit of DNR and annoyance level to noise in the aided DNR-off condition. A simple linear regression was used to predict the benefit from DNR on annoyance from aided ANL in the high-ANL group.

**Results**

The purpose of the present study was to investigate whether the acceptance toward noise reduces when DNR was activated in the hearing aid, in individuals from the low- and high-ANL groups. The ANL was measured in three listening conditions (unaided, DNR-on, and DNR-off). The dependent variable was ANL, and the independent variable was the three different listening conditions. The data of ANL obtained in the three listening conditions from the low-ANL group were subjected to a one-way repeated measure ANOVA. The results of the one-way repeated-measures ANOVA showed that there was a significant main effect of reduction of annoyance (F(1, 9) = 22.38, p = 0.001). To see in which listening condition an annoyance had reduced, a Bonferroni post hoc analysis was performed. The results revealed that the annoyance toward noise was significantly more reduced when DNR was on than when DNR was off (p = 0.009), as well as than in the unaided condition (p = 0.001) conditions. In addition, annoyance was significantly increased when DNR was off in comparison with the unaided condition (p = 0.001). A similar test was performed to determine the annoyance in the three listening conditions in the high-ANL
There was a significant main effect of annoyance on the three listening conditions ($F(1, 9) = 27.95, p = 0.000$). A post hoc analysis revealed a significant reduction in annoyance when DNR was active than in unaided condition ($p = 0.001$). The annoyance toward noise observed was high when DNR was off than unaided ($p = 0.159$) and DNR on condition ($p = 1.012$), these differences have failed to reach significance. These findings suggest that the annoyance level reduced more when the DNR was active than in the DNR-off condition in both the low- and high-ANL groups (Fig. 2).

The mean SNR at which the participants of the low- and high-ANL groups had achieved a 50% speech recognition score in different listening conditions are shown in Fig. 3. It was observed that, in each group, the SNR 50 was achieved at lesser SNRs in the DNR-on than in the DNR-off condition. A dependent samples t-test revealed no significant effect of SNR between DNR-on and DNR-off conditions ($t(-0.439); p = 0.671$) in the low-ANL group, and ($t(-1.816); p = 0.103$) in the high-ANL group, which allows inferring that the implementation of DNR has no effect on the scores of SNR 50 either in individuals who are less annoyed or more annoyed by noise.

The 2nd purpose of the present study was to investigate the relation between the benefit of DNR and the annoyance level to noise in aided DNR-off condition. A Pearson correlation was found significant, which is strong negatively related ($n = 10; r = -0.829; p = 0.003$) in the high-ANL group. In Fig. 4, it is observed that, in the high-ANL group, those who had a lower ANL value for the aided DNR-off condition tended to show the most improvement for the DNR-on condition. However, in the low-ANL group, it was observed that there was no relationship between the benefit of DNR over the annoyance value for the aided DNR-off condition ($n = 10; r = -0.33; p = 0.034$).

The 3rd purpose was to predict the benefit from DNR on annoyance from aided ANL in the high-ANL group, which was analyzed using a simple linear regression. The slope coefficient and intercept for benefit from DNR were $-0.785$ dB and $16.12$ dB, respectively. The change in ANL was predicted by the formula $y = 16.12 - 0.715(x)$ (where $x$ = annoyance level in hearing aid without DNR) when DNR was active. The slope of the regression function is $-0.78$ dB/dB, suggesting that if the aided ANL value is 14 dB, the annoyance toward noise was reduced by 7.8 dB when DNR was active (a predicted change in annoyance would be 6.31 dB). The $R^2$ value was 0.688, so 68.8% of the variation in benefit from DNR on annoyance can be explained by the model containing annoyance level only in DNR-on and DNR-off conditions.

**Discussion**

It was observed that, although speech perception showed no significant improvement, the majority of listeners (20 out of 22) preferred DNR-on for listening to speech in the presence of noise than the DNR-off condition. The reason for this preference was explained by Mueller et al. who reported a benefit (reduction) of 4.5 dB in annoyance when DNR was employed in the hearing aid in the study participants who had an ANL range between 6 and 14 dB. The range of ANL in the participants of the Muller’s study had within the
successful and average hearing aid users in whom 86.3% of participants had met the criterion value of 10 dB in ANL when DNR was on. The benefit of 4.5 dB from activation of DNR on annoyance towards noise cannot be leveled on those participants who have ANL value of ≥ 14 dB involves subtle difference in physiological mechanism in them. Thus, it is of utmost importance to determine how much change in annoyance toward noise is observed when DNR is activated, especially in the high-ANL group (> 13 dB). The participants of the high-ANL group are the ones who often reject their hearing aid due to background noise. Kochkin reported that ~ 25.3% of hearing aid users reject their hearing aid because of background noise. As shown in Fig. 2, the ANL was significantly more reduced when DNR was active than in the unaided and in the DNR-off condition in the low-ANL group. The level required to achieve MCL was almost the same between DNR-on and DNR-off as the sentences were presented in quiet condition (Fig. 5A). However, the participants were able to put up with more noise when DNR was employed than in the DNR-off condition (Fig. 5A), which allows inferring that, in the DNR-on condition, the speech-shaped noise has reduced the gain, especially in speech valleys, in interword, and in intersentence pauses, which enabled them to put up with a higher level of background noise to obtain a small value of ANL. In the high-ANL group, although the annoyance level was reduced in the DNR on than in the DNR-off condition, it failed to reach statistical significance. Fig. 5B shows that the MCL was almost the same between DNR-on and DNR-off conditions, but the standard deviation (SD) of the BNL was higher in DNR-on than in DNR-off, which has also caused a high SD in the ANL value, which speculates the insensitivity of efferent auditory pathway. This speculation is supported by the research report by Harkrider et al., who reported a weaker efferent mechanism in the high-ANL group, which reduced the capacity of inhibition. Thus, the participants of the high-ANL group are unable to put up with more noise. Even in speech understanding in the presence of noise, the participants of the high-ANL group required a higher SNR for 50% recognition of speech. In Fig. 4, it is observed that the SNR required to achieve 50% recognition was higher in the DNR-off condition than in the DNR-on condition, but failed to reach statistical significance for the high-ANL group. However, irrespective of listening condition (DNR-on of DNR-off) the SNR required to achieve 50% speech recognition was almost the same in the low-ANL group. The findings are in consonance with the findings of Mueller et al., who reported that DNR has no effect on speech in the presence of noise.

Nabalek has suggested that an aided ANL of around 10 dB or better is predictive of successful hearing aid use. Thus, a question arises: did the change in DNR on annoyance reach the above specified criteria of successful hearing aid use? To answer this question, we have plotted individual ANL data for the low- and high-ANL groups for DNR-on and DNR-off conditions (Fig. 6). The range of ANL observed was between 1 and 9 dB in the low-ANL group for the DNR-off condition, and its range of ANL changed to between -5 to 3 dB when DNR was employed. Exactly 40% of the participants (4/10) had an aided ANL >7 to 9 dB which is predictive of average hearing aid users whereas with DNR-on, all of the 4 participants had an ANL of ≤7 dB or better. However, in the high-ANL group, except in 1 participant, an improvement in ANL was observed when DNR was employed in the hearing aid with a range between 7 to 20 dB, but in the DNR-off condition, the range of ANL was between 14 and 27 dB. Specifically, the DNR on condition has changed the annoyance towards noise in 4 out of 10 participants and met the range of <7 to ≥14 dB in ANL, which increases their probability of average success with the hearing aid.

We have questioned whether the change in ANL with DNR-on might be related to baseline-aided ANL in both low- and high-ANL groups. In the low-ANL group, the change in ANL in the DNR-on condition was almost the same, irrespective of the ANL value for the DNR-on condition, which reflected no relationship between the ANL value for DNR-off as a function of change in the ANL value for the DNR-on condition. However, in the high-ANL group, a significant strong negative correlation was observed between a change in the ANL with DNR-on and with aided DNR-off. In Fig. 6,
the data suggests that those who had a smaller ANL for the aided DNR-off condition tended to show the most improvement for the DNR-on condition. The finding of the present study is in consonance with the research conducted by Lowery et al.\(^6\) who suggested that DNR reduced ANL, and that the amount of reduction is based on the baseline value. The relationship between ANL in DNR off condition and the change in ANL after DNR was active in hearing aid (benefit) revealed negative correlation in high ANL group. It was observed that those who had a lower ANL value for the aided condition tended to show the most improvement (change/benefit) in the DNR-on condition. The regression analysis was conducted to predict the benefit of DNR on annoyance from aided ANL. It was observed that the change in annoyance was predicted to be 6.3 dB when DNR was active in the hearing aid in whom the aided ANL was 14 dB. However, an individual who presented with an aided ANL of 21 dB, a change in ANL predicted after DNR-on would be of 3.4 dB, which allows inferring that, in the high-ANL group, those who have a lower ANL value would obtain a relatively higher benefit than those who have a high ANL value.

**Conclusion**

The scores of SNR 50 are unaffected by amplification in each group, but the annoyance has reduced when DNR was employed in each group. In the high-ANL group, the baseline-aided ANL determined the amount of benefit achieved when DNR was activated in the hearing aid.
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